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ABSTRACT 
We report observations from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) satellites of the electron 

jet in a symmetric magnetic reconnection event with moderate guide field. All four spacecraft 
sampled the ion diffusion region and observed the electron exhaust. The observations suggest 
that the presence of the guide field leads to an asymmetric Hall field, which results in an electron 
jet skewed towards the separatrix with a non-zero component along the magnetic field. The jet 
appears in conjunction with a spatially and temporally persistent parallel electric field ranging 
from -3 to -5 mV/m, which led to dissipation on the order of 8 nW/m3. The parallel electric field 
heats electrons that drift through it, and is associated with a streaming instability and electron 
phase space holes. 

 
  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Magnetic reconnection is a phenomenon that can impact the behavior of heliospheric [1-7], 

astrophysical [8], and laboratory plasmas [9]. It changes the topology of the magnetic field and 
dissipates magnetic energy into particle kinetic energy and heat [10]. The mechanism by which 
magnetic reconnection occurs in collisionless plasmas is still not fully understood, especially on 
the electron scale ( , the electron skin depth) [11,12]. In 2015, NASA launched the 
Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission to study the electron-scale physics of magnetic 
reconnection [13]. 
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The first phase of the MMS mission studies magnetic reconnection on the subsolar boundary 
of the Earth’s magnetosphere, known as the magnetopause [13]. In this region, the interplanetary 

magnetic field is carried by the shocked solar wind, known as the magnetosheath, to the 
magnetopause, where it can reconnect with the geomagnetic field. Reconnection at this current 
sheet is often highly asymmetric, with the plasma density in the magnetosheath being 10 times 
larger than in the magnetosphere [14, 15]. MMS has successfully encountered the electron 
diffusion region (EDR) at the dayside magnetopause multiple times [e.g. 16, 17, 18], where it has 
consistently observed enhanced dissipation ( · , where J is the electric current density, 

 is the electric field in the electron fluid frame, Ve is the electron bulk velocity, 
and B is the magnetic field)[19], as well as non-gyrotropic electron ‘crescent’ distributions that 
result from the mixing of magnetosheath and magnetospheric plasma [14, 15, 16]. A small 
reconnecting parallel electric field (E||), ~3 mV/m, was also observed near the EDR. 

In this letter, we present MMS observations that show a crossing of the electron jet near the 
EDR for symmetric reconnection in the magnetosheath, as opposed to the magnetopause. The 
component of B out of the reconnection plane, the guide field, is approximately half of the 
reconnecting magnetic field. Recent simulations of moderate guide field magnetic reconnection 
suggest that the Hall magnetic field signatures can be skewed so that the electron jet is directed 
towards the separatrix, and therefore has a non-zero Ve parallel to the reconnecting field [20].  

The MMS observations confirm this skewed electron jet, and show that it is coincident with a 
magnetic field-aligned current as well as an enduring and large scale (100s of Debye lengths) E|| 
that accelerates electrons in the vicinity of the jet. The E|| is associated with enhanced · , 
which shows that the electron jet provides extended dissipation beyond the EDR. Such a 
persistent E|| structure that extends far beyond the Debye scale has never been observed in space 
before and appears to be sustained by a gradient in electron pressure. The electric field structure 
is slightly oblique to B and may act as an acceleration channel for nearby electrons. 

II. OBSERVATIONS 
Figure (1) shows data from MMS1 over a time span of 4s. The mission and its instruments are 

described in several articles [13, 21-25]. The spacecraft location (top of the figure) was in the 
Earth’s magnetosheath near magnetic local noon. Figure (1a) shows the ion and electron number 
density, which remained steady between 15 and 20 cm-3 during most of the interval. Figure (1b) 
shows the parallel and perpendicular values of the electron and ion temperatures (Ti and Te). For 
the interval shown in Figure 1, the observed ion and electron temperatures of a few 100 eV and a 
few 10 eV, respectively, are consistent with the spacecraft being in the magnetosheath, as is the 
number density of both species [6]. 

The third and fourth panels, (c) and (d), plot the ion and electron bulk velocities (Vi) and (Ve) 
in a color-coded local coordinate system labeled L, M and N. B is shown in panel (e) and is also 

 
Figure 1. MMS 1 observations from 09 December 2015 that suggest an encounter with 
the electron jet. (a) The ion and electron energy density, measured at a cadence of 150 
and 30 ms, respectively. (b) Ti and Te. (c) Vi. (d) Ve.  (e) B. (f) . (g) E|| 
measured at 32 samples/s with uncertainty given in orange [22]. The perpendicular 
electric field, Eperp, is also shown in blue. (h) · . The LMN system is defined in the 
text. The vertical dashed line indicates the time when 0 and the vertical dotted lines 
indicate the interval over which minimum variance analysis was performed. 
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in LMN coordinates. The reconnecting magnetic field is in the L-direction, and is the direction of 
maximum variance in B over the time interval from 5:03:56.5 to 5:03:57.2 UT (between the 
vertical dotted lines) [26]. The minimum variance direction, N, is normal to the reconnecting 
current sheet. The intermediate variance direction, M, is the direction of the guide field and Hall 
magnetic field perturbations [e.g. 27]. The directions of L, M, and N in geocentric solar ecliptic 
(GSE) coordinates are given in Figure 2. Fig. (1f) shows the measured electric current density, 

, also in LMN coordinates, where n is the number density, and e is the electron 
charge. 

 
During the interval shown in Figure (1), there is a slow rotation in BM from positive to 

negative. Between the vertical dotted lines, there is a rapid reversal in BL that coincides with a 
bipolar perturbation in BM from the background value, a positive enhancement in BN and a local 
minimum in |B|, all of which are signatures of a reconnecting current sheet [28]. There is also a 
significant out of plane current, JM ~ 1.8 μA/m2. BL is 20 nT, while the background BM is 
approximately 10 nT, giving a guide field of 0.5. The background BM was nearly flat over the 
interval where minimum variance analysis was performed. In between the bipolar perturbation in 
BM, which corresponds to the Hall magnetic field [28], there is a positive enhancement in VeL, 
signifying the observation of an electron jet on the +L side of the ion diffusion region [6]. 
Because there is only a weak positive perturbation in ViL, and there are adequate ion 
measurements to produce moments, the ion jet had likely not fully formed, suggesting the 
spacecraft was close to the EDR. The VeL jet occurred close to the center of the current sheet 
(BL=0, vertical dashed line) but was slightly offset from the minimum in B and BL=0, which is 
consistent with previous observations [29] and simulations showing the distortion of the 
quadrupolar Hall magnetic field signature by the guide field [20, 30, 31, 32, 33]. The VeL jet 
therefore carries a current in the -L direction of ~0.5 μA/m2, which is partially aligned with B. 

Panel (g) shows the measured E|| with a measurement uncertainty of ~1 mV/m, as well as the 
perpendicular electric field, Eperp, transformed into the frame of the ion bulk flow by calculating . At the time the electron jet is observed, there is an E|| of -4 mV/m, which 
could contribute to the acceleration of the electron jet. Eperp is also enhanced, suggesting an 
oblique electric field structure. Finally, panel (h) shows the dissipation, · , in the electron 
frame of reference. Contributions to ·  from electric fields parallel and perpendicular to B are 
color coded, with labels on the right of the figure.  There is an enhancement of · = 8 nW/m3 
which is comparable to dissipation observed in the EDR by MMS in asymmetric reconnection at 
the dayside magnetopause [16, 17, 18, 30]. The dissipation is largely due to E||. 

Similar features to those shown in Figure (1) were seen on all four spacecraft, and are shown 
in Figure (2). Panels (a) and (b) shows the reversal in BL and the bipolar Hall BM signature, 
respectively. MMS2 and MMS4 see the weakest hall signatures, while MMS1 and MMS3 see 
the largest. Panel (c) shows the E|| measured at 8192 samples/s for all four spacecraft, with the 
zero line offset by multiples of 5 mV/m to make each signal visible. A similar E|| signal is seen 
for all four spacecraft, with varying amplitudes. MMS2 observes the weakest E|| at -3 mV/m, 
while MMS3 sees the strongest at -5 mV/m. Additionally, on the +BL side of the current sheet, 
higher frequency E|| waves are observed that include bipolar electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) 
with positive-to-negative polarity. These ESWs are consistent with electron holes generated by a 
streaming instability associated with a negative E|| accelerating electrons along B [34].   Panel (d) 
shows · , with the weakest values again observed on MMS2 and the largest on MMS3. Panel 
(e) shows the barycentric  calculated using all four spacecraft and the electric field due to the 
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divergence of the electron stress tensor, · · / , where 
, fe is the electron phase space distribution measured by FPI, and  is the electron 

thermal pressure. The contribution to  due to inertia, · · / , is also 
shown. Note that the different electric fields are slightly offset in time, due to the fact that the 
spacecraft are observing a structure that may vary on spatial scales smaller than the spacecraft 
separation, leading to down-sampling of the structure and temporal offsets.   is near zero 
throughout the plotted interval, as expected for frozen-in electrons, except in the electron jet 
region, where there is an enhancement in the L and M components. This enhancement coincides 
with an enhancement in · . Because the inertial term remains near zero, the parallel electric 
field is balanced by an electron pressure divergence, similar to results from laboratory 
experiments for guide field reconnection [35]. 

A significant E|| in the electron jet that acts to accelerate electrons is a novel observation in 
space plasmas. Fig. (2f) shows the configuration of the four spacecraft in LMN coordinates. 
MMS2 observes the current sheet first, followed by MMS3, and then MMS1 and MMS4 nearly 
simultaneously. This is consistent with a current sheet being carried by the magnetosheath bulk 
flow, which is mostly in the -N and -M directions. The separation of the spacecraft along the L 
direction suggests that MMS2 and MMS4 were closest to the EDR, MMS3 was farthest along 
the electron jet, and MMS1 was intermediate between the three. From multi-spacecraft timing 
[36], the reconnecting current sheet moved at a speed between 100 and 150 km/s, suggesting a 
width of the Hall perturbations of 25-38 km, which is less than the ion skin depth in this case 
(~50 km) and is indicative of the spacecraft being near the EDR. Comparing the formation with 
the top of Fig. (2) shows that E|| and its associated dissipation persists with increasing distance 
along L. The four spacecraft encounter the E|| over 200 ms (~10,000 electron plasma periods), 
which means it is a temporally persistent spatial structure. The structure is significantly larger 
than the Debye length, which is 10s of meters in this case, and because it is observed on all four 
spacecraft, it likely extends beyond the spacecraft separation, which is ~10 km. 
 
Figure 2. Data from all four spacecraft. (a) BL. (b) BM. (c) E|| measured at 8192 samples/s. 
(d) · . (e) L and M components (offset by 2 mV/m) of barycentric  as well as ·  
and ·  (f) Spacecraft formation plot in LMN-coordinates with MMS1 at the origin 
and larger circles representing positive M. 

 
Figure (3a) shows a schematic of the reconnecting current sheet, as well as the normal motion 

of the four MMS spacecraft as they encounter it. All four spacecraft observed the electron jet and 
skewed bipolar Hall magnetic fields due to the guide field. This skewed Hall magnetic field led 
to the jet being directed toward the +BL side of the current sheet, leading to a component of Ve 
along B. MMS2 and MMS4 encountered the current sheet closest to the EDR, and MMS3 was 
the furthest along the electron jet. E|| appeared to grow along the jet, and it is not clear how far 
past the position of MMS3 this trend continued.  

 
 
Figure 3. (a) A schematic of the observed current sheet with the MMS normal spacecraft 
tracks inferred from B, E||, VeL and the time delays from all MMS spacecraft. Solid lines 
indicate the magnetic field lines, and dashed lines indicate the separatrix. Yellow 
indicates regions of Hall magnetic field perturbations. Note that the electron jet and E|| at 
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least partially overlap. (b) A schematic of the E|| within an oblique acceleration channel. 
Dashed lines are the width of the channel, the black arrow is the magnetic field vector, 
the blue arrow is the parallel electron flow, and the red arrow is E||. Note that the 
orientation of B in the LMN coordinate system is changing across the channel. 

 

III. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIONS 
All four spacecraft observe similar features in the electron distributions in the vicinity of the 

E|| structure. Figure (4) shows 2-D parallel slices of the distributions from MMS1 as a 
representative example for three times near the peak value of E||. Figure (4a) shows the 
distribution at 05:03:56.782 UT before the spacecraft observes enhanced E||, which is on the –N 
side of the structure. The distribution is fairly close to isotropic and Maxwellian. Figure (4b) 
shows the distribution at 05:03:56.872 UT, which is nearest to the peak E||. At this time, there is 
significant parallel heating as well as acceleration in the parallel direction. Figure (4c) shows the 
distribution on the +N side of the E|| structure measured at 05:03:56.932 UT. At this point, the 
parallel heating of the distribution persists, and there is an enhanced anti-parallel population. 
Similar distributions were observed throughout the interval where waves and ESWs were 
observed. The fact that heated electrons are only seen on one side of the E|| suggests that the 
electrons are entering on the -N side of the structure and exiting on the +N side, which is 
consistent with the structure being oblique to the background magnetic field. This is also 
consistent with the waves and ESWs only being seen on the +N side for all four spacecraft, 
shown in Figure (2c). Additionally, there’s very little evidence of significant acceleration along 
the +L direction when comparing parallel slices between MMS1, 3, and 4, which is consistent 
with electrons being accelerated through the oblique channel as opposed to along it. 

The particle and electric field observations are consistent with electrons traversing through an 
oblique “acceleration channel” with a significant E||. A schematic of such a channel is shown in 
the frame of the rapidly varying magnetic field in Figure (3b). The electrons enter the channel on 
one side, experiencing both a parallel and perpendicular electric field. This results in electron 
heating and acceleration. When the electrons exit, a streaming instability develops near the jet, 
associated with electron phase space holes that act to create a reflected anti-parallel population 
and maintain the heated distribution. This explains why, in Figure (1c), enhanced Te|| extends 
past the region of peak · , skewed toward the region where BL is positive. 
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Figure 4. (Top) E|| from MMS1. Vertical lines correspond to three electron distributions 
collected (a) before the observed E||, (b) at the time of peak E||, and (c) when E|| returns to zero 
and the instability begins. The abscissa for the distributions corresponds to velocities along the B 
(VB) and the ordinate corresponds to velocities along the Eperp direction (VB×V).   
 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The observations indicate that all four spacecraft encountered the electron jet of symmetric 

reconnection under a moderate guide field. The electron jet was skewed towards the separatrix 
on the positive BL side of the current sheet, consistent with a distorted Hall magnetic field 
signature, and therefore carried a significant current along B. A persistent E|| of 3-5 mV/m was 
observed coincident with the jet, leading to significant ·  nearing 8 nW/m3 across the 
spacecraft constellation.  

These results have several important implications for understanding the conversion of 
electromagnetic energy into particle kinetic energy and heat by magnetic reconnection. First, this 
specific E|| signature in the electron jet has not been reported before in either space-based 
observations or 2D simulations. Second, the fact that the E|| was associated with significant ·  suggests that, in addition to the EDR, the electron jet contributes to extended dissipation 
of electromagnetic energy into electron kinetic energy and heat. This may be unique to guide-
field magnetic reconnection, as the Hall fields skew the electron jet to have a component along 
B. Finally, there is evidence that the electric field structure is oblique and that it acts as an 
acceleration channel that heats electrons passing through it in the electron jet. Further theory and 
simulations will be needed to determine if this acceleration channel is an effect of the guide field. 
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